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          LIVE NOW

          12:00 am

          

          
              Lakefront Luxury

            Matt & Melanie's Turnkey Dream Home

            
              
                	
                    
                      S2 | E7
                    
                  
	Matt & Melanie's Turnkey Dream Home 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Matt and Melanie are a successful couple, looking for an upmarket lakehouse to enjoy with their young twins. And they don't want a fixer-upper. They want a turnkey solution with amenities for the whole family, from a private sandy beach to inground trampolines.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          12:30 am

          

          
              Lakefront Luxury

            Amy & Trisha's Sibling Getaway

            
              
                	
                    
                      S2 | E8
                    
                  
	Amy & Trisha's Sibling Getaway 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Amy and Trisha are sisters looking to share a luxury lakehouse. But they've got different needs. One sister is a soon-to-be empty nester, while the other has her first baby on the way. They'll tour some truly stunning homes as they attempt to strike the perfect balance.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          1:00 am

          

          
              Lakefront Luxury

            Jessica's Gallery on the Water

            
              
                	
                    
                      S2 | E9
                    
                  
	Jessica's Gallery on the Water 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Jessica is an art dealer and collector, specializing in ancient and tribal artifacts. She's on the hunt for the perfect place to unwind by the water. The challenge is in finding a rustic retreat that can also house her unconventional collection.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          1:30 am

          

          
              Lakefront Luxury

            Mish and Phi's Escape From the Limelight

            
              
                	
                    
                      S2 | E10
                    
                  
	Mish and Phi's Escape From the Limelight 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Mish and Phi are professional actors looking to live full-time on the water. They're searching for a large lakeside escape to enjoy their active lifestyle. For this couple, money is no object and small is not an option.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          2:00 am

          

          
              Lakefront Luxury

            Laura and Dale's City Escape

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E4
                    
                  
	Laura and Dale's City Escape 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Hardworking urbanites Laura and Dale are looking to leave the chaos and stress of the city behind and find their dream home on the lake. Being avid entertainers, they need a space that will accommodate their many out of town guests and allow for sailor Dale to dock his boat close to home. With their wish-list in hand, realtor Carol Love must help them find their dream home and achieve their goal of a perfect work/life balance.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          2:30 am

          

          
              Lakefront Luxury

            Terri & Richard's Sunset Search

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E2
                    
                  
	Terri & Richard's Sunset Search 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Terri and Richard want to escape the hustle and bustle of the city with their large family. By day, they want a place that will allow them to enjoy their love of watersports; by night, a place to sit and relax and soak in the gorgeous sunset views. Now, it's up to real estate agent Ken Hale to help Terri and Richard find their perfect place on the water.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          3:01 am

          

          
              Lakefront Luxury

            Mike & Shelly's Lakefront Legacy

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E1
                    
                  
	Mike & Shelly's Lakefront Legacy 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Shelley and Mike are looking to make their lifelong dream of owning a lakefront property a reality.  Family is of the utmost importance and Mike believes that having a home on the water will bring their family of six closer together. Real estate agent, Megan McLeod, has three gorgeous properties ready to tour with the couple, but will they find their own slice of Lakefront Luxury?
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          3:31 am

          

          
              Lakefront Luxury

            Brent and Destiny's Waterfront Investment

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E3
                    
                  
	Brent and Destiny's Waterfront Investment 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Best friends and business partners, Brent and Destiny, are looking to invest in a lux waterfront vacation home together. The two are looking for a move-in ready property that will allow them to relax and unwind from their hectic work schedules with their family and friends. With real estate agent Chelsey Penrice on board with stunning properties to show, will they find the serene property they're looking for?
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          4:00 am

          

          
              Lakefront Luxury

            Rory & Karly's Waterfront First

            
              
                	
                    
                      S2 | E3
                    
                  
	Rory & Karly's Waterfront First 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Rory and Karly dream of raising their kids in a house on the lake. And they're searching for their very first waterfront property. But he likes modern. She wants rustic. Will this couple come to a compromise, or will they need two lake houses?
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          4:30 am

          

          
              Lakefront Luxury

            Don & Agnes' Forever Home

            
              
                	
                    
                      S2 | E4
                    
                  
	Don & Agnes' Forever Home 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Don and Agnes are ready to retire and trade in their Nine-to-Fives for a full-time life on the lake. But they've got a long list of requirements for their forever home on the water. They'll see the finest in lakefront living, from beautiful boathouses to Scandinavian saunas.
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          5:00 am

          

          
              Paid Programming

            Info-Documentaries.

            
              
                	Info-Documentaries. 
	


                
                  
                    Informational programming.
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          5:30 am

          

          
              Paid Programming

            Info-Documentaries.

            
              
                	Info-Documentaries. 
	


                
                  
                    Informational programming.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          6:00 am

          

          
              Joseph Prince

            Joseph Prince

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E0
                    
                  
	Joseph Prince 
	


                
                  
                    With more than two decades of full-time ministry behind him, Joseph Prince is today a leading voice in proclaiming the gospel of grace around the world.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          6:30 am

          

          
              Election 2016 with Kenny Hotz

            Elevation with Steven Furtick

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E0
                    
                  
	Elevation with Steven Furtick 
	


                
                  
                    Elevation with Steven Furtick focuses on the strength of God in our everyday struggles.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          7:00 am

          

          
              Joni Table Talk

            Joni: Table Talk

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E0
                    
                  
	Joni: Table Talk 
	


                
                  
                    Joni Lamb, a seasoned interviewer, author, and respected leader in the global faith-based community, hosts this roundtable discussion tackling a wide range of relevant issues and hard-hitting topics with candor, humor, and wit.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          7:30 am

          

          
              David Jeremiah

            David Jeremiah

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E0
                    
                  
	David Jeremiah 
	


                
                  
                    A message of hope from David Jeremiah of Turning Point.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          8:00 am

          

          
              Mountain Men

            Winter Is Coming

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E1
                    
                  
	Winter Is Coming 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    The Mountains of North America haunt the imagination, masking a danger few are willing to confront. Despite the challenges, some choose to live this way, the last of their kind. Eustace Conway lives deep in the mountains of North Carolina. He moved here 33 years ago in search of a more "truthful" existence. In the years since, he's built a home, and survived by hunting, fishing and raising animals. Tom Oar lives with his wife on the Yaak River in Montana. He is 100 miles from the nearest town, a place he hasn't ventured to in 10 years. Marty Meierotto, his wife Dominique and their daughter Noah live in the small Alaskan town of Two Rivers. Every month, Marty pilots his bi-plane, traveling into the bush in search of the wolverine and lynx pelts he needs to make a living. While he's on the Black River, he must hunt moose and caribou to survive in the wilderness. Together, these men represent America's true MOUNTAIN MEN.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          9:00 am

          

          
              Mountain Men

            Mayhem

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E2
                    
                  
	Mayhem 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Tom Oar tries to save a friend's water supply and hunt his winter's meat surrounded by grizzlies. Eustace Conway deals with the threat of someone trying to take his land. Marty Meierotto combats life or death situations due to breakdowns.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          10:00 am

          

          
              Mountain Men

            Lost

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E3
                    
                  
	Lost 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Eustace's fight with Justin reaches a boiling point while Tom loses his way high in the Rockies and Marty fights the elements as he tries to get home.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          11:00 am

          

          
              Mountain Men

            Miles From Home

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E4
                    
                  
	Miles From Home 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    In the Yaak of Montana, Tom Oar is faced to make a decision that will determine the rest of his life. While being alone for months in Alaska, Marty Meierotto will battle the weather in order to make it home for his family. And in the Blue Ridge Mountains, Eustace Conway despite being ill continues to do what it takes to protect Turtle Island.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          12:00 pm

          

          
              Mountain Men

            Surviving Winter

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E5
                    
                  
	Surviving Winter 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Tom Oar must put his work on hold while he tries to find winter meat and protect himself from looming predators. Eustace Conway brings in a former Turtle Island worker to pick up the slack and protect Turtle Island's most valuable resource. And Marty Meierotto battles time and Mother Nature as he races to make his fur deadline.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          1:00 pm

          

          
              Mountain Men

            Show Me the Money

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E6
                    
                  
	Show Me the Money 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Tom Oar is forced to take matters into his own hands and push dangerous wolves away from his property. In North Carolina, the water runs out for Eustace, shutting down Turtle Island. And in Alaska, a simple mistake could cost Marty everything.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          2:00 pm

          

          
              Zombie House Flipping

            Ranger Danger

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E5
                    
                  
	Ranger Danger 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    The team gets a steal of a deal on a house that doesn't look too scary from the outside, but inside it's their worst nightmare. The previous owner was a hoarder, so the first challenge facing the team is getting rid of all the junk and garbage piled in every room. Next is a debate between Duke and Keith over tearing down a wall in the living room and a shower in the master bath. As the remodel gets underway, a series of strange and unexpected events lead Ashlee to believe this zombie house is more than just a dump... it's haunted.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          3:00 pm

          

          
              Zombie House Flipping

            Monster Remodel

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E6
                    
                  
	Monster Remodel 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    The team's latest project isn't just a zombie house, it's a 3200-square foot monster in one of Orlando's most affluent neighborhoods. Despite a high purchase price, the house is newly built and in fairly good shape, so the team thinks it's a smart investment. Once the demo is done and the remodel gets underway, the team discovers a number of problems. From the badly damaged roof and rotting walls to an alligator in the swimming pool, this flip quickly turns into a major headache.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          4:00 pm

          

          
              Zombie House Flipping

            The Smell of Money

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E7
                    
                  
	The Smell of Money 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    The team takes on a zombie house that, at first whiff, smells like a profitable flip. No sooner do they start the remodel and the deal starts to smell like a real stinker, literally! They're faced with plumbing issues, design disputes, and construction hurdles that quickly derail their budget. The biggest obstacle with this zombie though is the terrible odor wafting from inside the house, which proves super challenging to locate and eliminate.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          5:00 pm

          

          
              Zombie House Flipping

            Double Down

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E8
                    
                  
	Double Down 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Justin surprises the team with the news that he already bought a zombie house that he wants them to flip--a small, single-story home that should take only a few weeks to remodel. After running the comps in the neighborhood, the team realizes they'll make even more money off the sale if they increase the square footage and build an addition on the house. However, a series of problems with the addition quickly highjacks the budget and turns their timeline from a few weeks into a few months.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          6:00 pm

          

          
              Triple Digit Flip

            Floorplan Fail vs. Old Lady Layout

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E7
                    
                  
	Floorplan Fail vs. Old Lady Layout 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Jamil and Pace are scoping out two properties in different parts of Phoenix. The first is in an area where buyers crave space. But most of the house is a crazy labyrinth of additions and is tough to navigate, let alone figure out how to make a profit. The second home is in a more upscale part of Phoenix which a much higher asking price. This time warp of a home is so outdated that they refer to it as Grandma's house, but if done right could net them a big profit. Rahima and Laura help the guys decide on which house to fix and flip, but some bold and unusual design choices may be a gamble that doesn't pay off this time, leading to disagreement on the team and some real doubt about whether this will be a triple digit flip.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          7:00 pm

          

          
              Triple Digit Flip

            Murder Mystery vs. Bleep Box

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E9
                    
                  
	Murder Mystery vs. Bleep Box 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    A house in the hills has always been a dream of Jamil's. So taking on a project in a great Phoenix neighborhood with spectacular views is very enticing to the team. But, with a maze of a floorplan, the possibility of a pricey renovation, and a mysterious house history, this one might not be the best fit. The second house is a steal when it comes to the price. But it's so small--only 576 square feet--it would need to be rebuilt, which could be a very long process. After some back and forth, the team makes a decision. But all is not well when Rahima faces some major design challenges. Will they have major buyer's remorse? Or will they be able to turn this one into a successful triple digit flip?
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          8:00 pm

          

          
              Triple Digit Flip

            Fire vs. Water

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E10
                    
                  
	Fire vs. Water 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Jamil and team are looking at two potential fix and flips and both have major issues. The first home is a single-family house that has caught fire, not once, but twice! And vandals and squatters have trashed the place which adds way more money to their potential renovation budget. The other home is a good-sized house in a gated community and it could easily be a triple digit flip. That is until they discover all sorts of issues, including major water damage, throughout the home. Jamil and team struggle to choose which house to flip, and then things seem to go wrong at every turn. Will the team be able to find ways to recover and score a triple digit flip? Or will this flip dry up any potential profits?
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          9:00 pm

          

          
              Triple Digit Flip

            Redbrick Retro vs. Red Tape Reno

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E8
                    
                  
	Redbrick Retro vs. Red Tape Reno 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    It's time to choose their next flip and Jamil and Pace check out a townhome in a working-class neighborhood. But the two-story home is locked leaving them to ask--what in the world could the owner be hiding? Plus, the possibility of having to deal with an HOA makes this one feel even more challenging. The other potential flip is a redbrick house that was abandoned by a previous flipper--never a good omen. Rahima would need to do a complete redesign to turn this failed flip into a triple digit redemption. Jamil and team make a fateful choice that leads to a costly flip of epic proportions. So they bring in a dream team of artists to help make the backyard shine. But will it be enough to make this shamble of a house a success?
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          10:00 pm

          

          
              Triple Digit Flip

            Big Investment vs. Big Infest-ment

            
              
                	
                    
                      S2 | E1
                    
                  
	Big Investment vs. Big Infest-ment 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Jamil and Pace are back to flipping houses and have to choose between the lesser of two evils; a complete plumbing and electrical overhaul or fixing the damage left by millions of termites! Do they choose the house with great bones but in need of major upgrades that could cost big bucks? Or the house abandoned and left to the insect hoard? Their house of choice undergoes an inspired renovation while major changes are underway at work--and home--as Pace and Laura welcome their third child!
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          11:01 pm

          

          
              Triple Digit Flip

            Curb Un-appeal Vs. Curb No-appeal

            
              
                	
                    
                      S2 | E4
                    
                  
	Curb Un-appeal Vs. Curb No-appeal 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Jamil, Pace and Rahima have two houses to choose from; one with the perfect "curb-un-appeal": massive bars nailed to the outside as decoration, or a hoarder house whose interior is a mystery--they can't even get through the door! This flip is all about the R.O.I. as the team creates additional square footage out of thin air and places a big bet on a backsplash. Will their tropical color choices wash away their profits or land them a boatload of cash?
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